P RO U D W I N E E NT H U S IA ST S
Our wine list has been very carefully crafted to offer a wide selection of wines that suit the menu but also
offer the opportunity to discover little known gems which are rarely seen on other restaurant lists
outside London.
We work with carefully chosen suppliers and top wine experts who have brought some unique and
exciting wines to our new selection.
There is a broad range of classic wines from both the Old World and the New, representing many different
varietals and regions across the globe.
Many of our wines are unique to Allium in the South West and we have parcels of top award winners that
set our list apart as exceptional, part of the reason we won the “Imbibe hotel wine list of the year” in
2014 & 2015
Our list is extensive so we have chosen to sort by style of wine rather than country to help you choose the
type of wine you most enjoy.
Each wine has personalised tasting notes, which we hope are informative, interesting, enjoyable and help
you to make your selection.
The Front of House team are on hand at all times to answer any questions and provide first hand,
knowledgeable advice.
We also offer an extensive ‘wine by the glass’ selection which have been chosen, to give you the
opportunity to taste and discover some of the newer less familiar wines.
Our by the glass selection will be frequently refreshed, to bring our newest and most exciting discoveries to
our guests’ attention.

J U ST A G LA S S

CHAMPAGN E

125ml

BTL

AR LENOBLE CHAMPAGNE CUVEE INTENSE NV

9

48

10

60

8

35

CHAMPAGNE

|

FRANCE

A little jewel of a Champagne that we’ve discovered, from a one of the few totally
independent and family-owned Champagne houses. It’s made with passion, and
heritage; it’s got class, style, elegance and uniqueness.

AR LENOBLE CHAMPAGNE DEMI-SEC NV
CHAMPAGNE

|

FRANCE

This off dry Champagne is the perfect indulgence for our afternoon teas, and works
beautifully with some of our desserts. Creamy, with touches of acacia honey.

S PARK L I NG W I NE
PROS ECCO
VENETO

|

D I VA L DO B B IA D E N E , RUGG E R I NV

ITALY

Very delicate with floral and peachy hints. fresh and light, with a smooth and well-balanced, fruity finish.

LYME BAY BRUT RESERVE
DEVON |

8.5

38

11

55

ENGLAND

Refreshing English sparkling wine, with lemon and green apple notes and a lively
and zesty finish. Perfect with seafood.

NY E T I M B E R C L A S S I C C U V E E
SUSSEX |

ENGLAND

This world class, award-winning English sparking wine, stands up to the very best of
Champagnes with its elegant, creamy, toasty flavours – recent winner of the best
English sparkling wine in the International Wine and Spirit Competition.

ROS E WI N E

125ml

175ml

BT L

CASAS DEL TOQUI SINGLE ESTATE CABERNET SAUVIGNON ROSE 2016

4.5

6

24

5.0

6.3

26

VALLE CENTRAL | CHILE
Juicy, fruity, dry Rose, from the new Chilean winery we have just discovered. Bursting with
ripe strawberry and lively pomegranate fruit.

DO MA I N E D E LA V I DAU BA NAIS E

2015

COTES DE PROVENCE | FRANCE
Delicate and pretty, this dry Rose is crammed with scents and flavours of wild strawberries, with a lovely,
lemony edge. Fresh, crisp and zesty, try it with our salads, or fish dishes.

W H IT E W I N E

CR I S P

&

125ml

175ml

BTL

REFRESHING

CASAS DEL TOQUI SINGLE ESTATE SAUVIGNON BLANC 2016

4.5

6

24

5

6.5

26

5.5

7

27

5.6

7

29

VALLE CENTRAL | CHILE
Our new house white is a stunningly crisp, passion-fruit and gooseberry crammed dry white,
full of zesty, refreshing flavours, which we’ve sniffed out from a very special family producer.

ORGANIC VERDEJO MONTANAR 2016
CASTILLO LA MANCHA | SPAIN
Crisp, lively, with crunchy green apple fruit, and a lime zest tang. Lip-smackingly refreshing.

PICPOUL DE PINET, DOMAINE LA ROQUEMOLIERE 2016
LONGUEDOC-ROUSSILLON

| FRANCE

Perfect for seafood. Think sunny Riviera; crisp and full of lemony, wild herb and crisp apple
Character, it’s fresh, full flavoured, with a tangy finish.

G O D E L LO DO M O N T E R R E I , M A R A M A R T I N 2 0 1 4
GALICIA |

SPAIN

Move over Albarino, Godello is the hot new favourite from Galicia. This ripe, bone dry, yet
full–bodied white is grown in the same region, and is an absolute winner with fish and seafood.
It’s a peachy, fruity delight, with a zesty kick and a racy elegance.

T I N P O T H U T S AU V I G N O N B L A N C
MARLBOROUGH |

2015

5.8

7 . 25

29

NEW ZEALAND

An award-winning Kiwi Sauvignon Blanc; with its intense, mouth-watering flavours, and refreshing
aromas of passion fruit and lime, its ripe, zesty style means that it’s perfect with all types of
seafood and fish, and anything with a hint of spice.

F R U I T Y & A R O M AT I C
RUSSELL ROAD CHENIN BLANC 2 0 1 6
MOUNT BARKER |

WESTERN AUSTRALIA

Another of our new and exclusive finds, we’re ringing the changes and bringing you Chenin
from Western Australia rather than South Africa. Vibrant apricot and melon flavours, with a
big squeeze of lime. Fruity and delicious.

5

6.5

26

S M O OT H

&

E L EGA NT

C ASAS DEL TOQUI SINGLE ESTATE CHARDONNAY 2016
VALLE CENTRAL

|

5

6.5

26

CHILE

Bursting with pineapple and lime-soaked peach fruit, this is a vibrant, lively, zesty style of Chardonnay,
yet still with that characteristic creamy edge. The perfect white for our Caesar salads and chicken dishes.

C HA B L IS
CHABLIS |

D O M A I N E GEORGES 2 0 1 4

9

10.5

44

FRANCE

Another family producer to add to our collection; creamy and elegant, it displays a classic steely edge
with lively pear flavours

R E D W I NE

1 2 5 ML

1 7 5 ML

BT L

LIGHT & FRUITY
MONTES CASABLANCA PINOT NOIR 2014

5

6.5

26

CASABLANCA | CHILE
Soft silky and supple. This is raspberry scented and stashed with smooth strawberry and black cherry fruit
Sumptuously smooth we love this with our lighter dishes

STOPBANKS
MARLBOROUGH

P I NOT
|

NO IR 20 13

7

8.5

35

NEW ZEALAND

Vibrant, smooth and bursting with velvety red berry fruit. This is soft and seductive with an enchanting edge

RICH & SMOOTH
CASAS DEL TOQUI SINGLE ESTATE
CABERNET SAUVIGNON 2 0 1 6

4 .5

6

24

VALLE CENTRAL
|
CHILE
Introducing our new house red, an award-winning stunner from a family estate in Chile, jam-packed
with blackcurrant fruit, hints of mint and dark chocolate. Rich, soft, voluptuous.

CASARENA MALBEC ROBLE 2016

5

6.50

26

MENDOZA
|
ARGENTINA
Not all Malbec needs to be big and burly; this family producer thrilled us with their delicious soft, velvety version, packed with dark
fruit, hints of black pepper and spice, but also a delightful softness and elegance. We loved it so much, we’ve snapped up exclusivity
on it for Bath.

ORGANIC MERLOT MONTANAR 2015
CASTILLA LA MANCHA

|

SPAIN

Another of our new finds. Packed with bright juicy plumb and cherry fruit bursting with flavor.
A lively fresh style of red

5

6.5

26

1 2 E M E Z ZO N E G R O A M A R O
VA R VA G L I O N E
2013
PUGLIA

|

D E L SA L E NT O ,
6

7.5

29

ITALY

This southern Italian charmer is packed full of bold black cherry and plum fruit with a dusting of bitter
chocolate and wild herbs. It’s also a balanced and refreshing 12.5%

C HAT EA U B E RT I NAT – LA RT IG U E , SA I NT E M I L IO N 2 0 1 2
BORDEAUX |

7

8.5

32

FRANCE

Stylish and classic this is an absolute gem with its velvety richness; with classic aromas of
blackberries, plums and a hint of spice, it is rich, smooth and a shining example of good
Saint-Émilion with a silky soft finish.

FULL BODIED &

S P I CY

C HA KA LA KA , S P IC E
SWARTLAND

|

RO UT E 2 0 1 4

7

8.5

34

8

10.5

38

SOUTH AFRICA

An intensly rich blend of 6 different grape varieties. Syrah, Grenache, Mouvedre, Carignan
Petit Sirah and Tannat combine to produce a bold entrancing red full of brooding dark fruits
pepper and sweet spice..

CASARENA M A L B E C, RESERVA 2 0 1 3

MENDOZA
|
ARGENTINA
Winner of a coveted gold medal at the Decanter awards, and deservedly so. Produced high up in one of the top wine regions in
Argentina, dive into this concentrated, powerful red, which entrances the senses with its glorious richness, brooding complexity and
medley of dark fruit and sweet, peppery spice.

S H O W U S YO U R B OT T L E

CHAMPAGN E

BTL

1 . AR LENOBLE CHAMPAGNE CUVEE INTENSE NV

48

CHAMPAGNE |

FRANCE

A little jewel of a Champagne that we’ve discovered from one of the very few
totally independent and family owned champagne houses. It’s made with passion
and heritage; it’s got class, style, elegance and uniqueness.

2 . AR LENOBLE CHAMPAGNE ROSE TERROIRS NV
CHAMPAGNE |

60

FRANCE

From the same family grower, we think this beautifully made pink fizz in its
supremely elegant bottle is tantalizing and seductive; it’s soft perfumed red fruit
character beguiles and entrances the senses.

3 . AR LENOBLE CHAMPAGNE DEMI - SEC NV
CHAMPAGNE

55

| FRANCE

This off dry Champagne is the perfect indulgence for our afternoon teas. It works
beautifully with some of our deserts. Creamy with touches of acacia honey.

4 . AR LENOBLE CHAMPAGNE PREMIER CRU BLANC DE NOIRS 2009
CHAMPAGNE |

80

FRANCE

This little beauty has been slumbering in the cellars for over 7 years. Beautifully crafty
with rich fruit flavours and a creamy textured finish.

9 LAURENT PERRIER BRUT ROSE NV
CHAMPAGNE

|

100

FRANCE

Elegant with soft, consistent bubbles, full of ripe red fruits such as raspberries and strawberries and a
creamy textured soft finish.

10. DOM PERIGNON 2008
CHAMPAGNE
|
FRANCE
The epitome of style and celebration; toasted brioche, rich tones of apricot and honey,
complex and elegant.

200

S PARK L I NG W I NE
7 . PROS ECCO
VENETO |

D I VA L D O B B IA D E N E , RUGG E R I NV

35

ITALY

Very delicate with floral and peachy hints. fresh and light, with a smooth and
well-balanced, fruity finish.

8 . N Y E T I M B E R C L A S S I C C U V E E 2 0 10
SUSSEX

|

57

ENGLAND

This world class, award-winning English sparking wine, stands up to the very best of
Champagnes with its elegant, creamy, toasty flavours – recent winner of the best
English sparkling wine in the International Wine and Spirit Competition.

W H I T E W I NE
CRISP &

BT L

REFRESHING

9 . CASAS DEL TOQUI SINGLE ESTATE SAUVIGNON BLANC
VALLE CENTRAL

|

24

CHILE

Our new house white is a stunningly crisp passion fruit and gooseberry crammed dry white
full of zesty refreshing flavours which we have sniffed out from a very special family producer.

10. ORGANIC VERDEJO MONTANAR 2016

26

CASTILLO LA MANCHA | SPAIN
Crisp and lively with a crunchy green apple fruit and a zesty lime tang. Lip - smackingly refreshing.

11 . PICPOUL DE PINET, DOMIANE LA ROQUEMOLIERE 2016
LANGUEDOC ROUSSILLON

27

| FRANCE

Perfect for seafood. Think sunny Riviera beaches. Crisp and full of lemony wild herb and crisp
apple character. It’s fresh and full flavoured with a tangy finish.
12.. PINOT GRIGIO SINGLE VINEYARD ‘TERRAPIENO’ ALPHA ZETA 2016
VENETO | ITALY

29

With so much dull Pinot Grigio around, we’ve found one of the best, from a top estate Soft and creamy,
with ripe pear and peach flavours and a lively, lemony finish.

13 . WEST CAPE HOWE SAUVIGNON SEMILLON
MOUNT BARKER

|

2016

AUSTRALIA

We’ve snapped up this absolute gem from one of Australia’s top wine regions. You won’t find this
anywhere else in the city. Bright and refreshing with ripe watermelon and peach fruit with a lively
citrus edge.

29

14 . GODELLO DO MONTERREI, MARA MARTIN 2016
GALICIA

|

29

SPAIN

Move over Albarinho, Godello is the hot new favourite from Galicia. This ripe, bone dry, yet
full–bodied white is grown in the same region, and is an absolute winner with fish and seafood.
It’s a peachy, fruity delight, with a zesty kick and a racy elegance.

15 . TINPOT HUT SAUVIGNON BLANC 2016

30

MARLBOROUGH | NEW ZEALAND
This award winner is packed with intense, mouthwatering flavours, and refreshing aromas of
passion fruit and lime. Ripe, zesty and bursting with personality.

16 . GASPER MALVAZIJA 2015

36

CORISKA BRDA | SLOVENIA
We’ve uncovered a little gem from Slovenia, close to the Italian border. Dry, soft, and creamy, with ripe,
bold tropical fruit flavours, and a hint of spice. Works a treat with the salads on the menu.

17. ASHBROOK VERDEHLO 2016

37

WESTERN AUSTRALIA | AUSTRALIA
Another new and unique find for us, this bold, yet elegant Aussie delight is packed with zingy lemon
and lime character, incredibly fresh, yet with lingering depth. Great with our fish dishes.

18. SANCERRE DOMAINES DES BROSSES 2015
LOIRE VALLEY |

43

FRANCE

Vibrant, aromatic Sauvignon blanc at its best, from a family producer and another unique find for
our list. It is vibrant and tinglingly fresh with a bone dry, searing freshness; a lovely medley of
gooseberries and fresh herbs with a mouthwatering finish. Just what good Sancerre is all about.

F R U I TY

&

A R O M AT I C

19. RUSSELL ROAD CHENIN BLANC 2016
MOUNT BARKER

|

26

WESTERN AUSTRALIA

Another of our new exclusive finds. A vibrant chenin with apricot and melon flavours with a big
squeeze of lime. Fruity and delicious.

20 . DON DAVID TORRONTES ‘EL ESTECO’ 2016
SALTA

|

31

ARGENTINA

Argentina’s national white grape, from one of the top prducers in the country. Heady sents
of acacia honey and lemon peel mingle with vibrant zastily fruity citrus flavours. Aromatic and
enticing. Perfect with all our spiced dishes.

21 . TOKAJI DRY FURMINT,

PATRICIUS 2015

33

TOKAJI | HUNGARY
This delicate Hungarian beauty is a great food wine. Soft, fragrant and dry, it’s packed with gentle
aromas of peaches, ginger, apples and honeysuckle, yet deliciously dry. A new discovery with fish dishes.

22 . TINPOT HUT RIESLING,’ TURNER VINEYARD’ 2016
MARLBOROUGH

|

NEW ZEALAND

Racy, zesty and vibrant this is a stylish Riesling. Mouth wateringly fresh and packed full of lemon,
green apple, hints of acacia honey and lime zest.

37

23 . RIESLING, TRIMBACH 2014

36

ALSACE | FRANCE
An iconic classic from one of the most respected producers in the region. Elegant and vibrant, with steely
Dryness, incredible freshness and bursting with lively citrus and peach fruit with a hint of honey.

S M O OT H & E L E G A N T
24 . CASAS DEL TOQUI SINGLE ESTATE CHARDONNAY 2016
VALLE CENTRAL

|

26

CHILE

Bursting with pine, apple and lime soaked peach fruit this is a vibrant, lively, zesty style of Chardonnay
yet still with that characteristic creamy edge. The perfect white for our Caesar salad and chicken dishes.

25. ALASTRO BIANCO, PLANETA 2015
SICILY

|

32

ITALY

Named after a local flower and made from the Greganico grape; attractive, enticing and refreshing
in style. Evocative scents of orange blossom and lem0n zest. It’s smooth stylish with true Italian poise.

26. THE MONEY SPIDER ROUSSANE, D’ARENBERG 2016
McCLAREN VALE

34

| AUSTRALIA

Bold, spicy and bright, with masses of ripe apricot and mango fruit with a lick of grapefruit.
Why the name? A hoard of tiny money spiders descended on the grapes in the first year of
this project, so the nature loving wine maker, believing in their lucky nature, left them to it
and started again the next year.

27. CHABLIS, DOMAINE GEORGES 2014
CHABLIS

|

44

FRANCE

Another family producer to add to our collection; creamy and elegant, it displays classic steely
edge, with lively pear and apple flavours.

FULL

BODIED

&

TO A S T Y

28. KEN FORRESTER FMC CHENIN BLANC 2015

55

STELLENBOSCH |
SOUTH AFRICA
From the ‘King of Chenin’ Ken Forrester, this flagship wine is rich, seductive, and very sophisticated. Layer
on layer of candied lemon, dried apricot and vanilla, with a touch of honey and spice.

29. MEURSALT , DAVID MORET 2013
BURGUNDY |
FRANCE
Intense aromas of toasted hazelnuts and baked apples, banced with ripe, yet citrus fresh, candied lemon,
nutty oak and an incredible, lingering finish. Made with passion by a small, family wine producer.

85

ROSÉ WINE

30 .CASAS DEL TOQUI SINGLE ESTATE CABERNET SAUVIGNON ROSE 2015

BT L

24

VALLE CENTRAL |
CHILE
Juicy, fruity, dry rose from the new Chilean winery we have just discovered. Bursting with ripe strawberry
and lively pomegranate fruit.

31 DOMAINE DE LA VIDAUBANAISE 2016

27

COTES DE PROVENCE | FRANCE
Delicate and prettily pale, this dry Rose is the epitome of summer fruits, with a lovely, lemony edge.
Fresh, zesty, with ethereal crisp strawberry fruit.

32 MAS AMOR GARNACHA ROSARDO 2016, FRANK MASSARD
CATALONIA | SPAIN
Made by an award winning ex sommelier turned winemaker, with a striking, graffiti style label, this cool
Spanish rose is jam-packed with succulent red berry fruit eith a citrus twist.

29

RED WINE
F R U I TY

&

BT L

L IG HT

33. MONTES CASABLANCA PINOT NOIR 2014

26

CASABLANCA | CHILE
Soft, silky and supple, this is raspberry-scented and stashed with smooth strawberry and black cherry fruit;
sumptuously smooth, we love this with our lighter dishes

34. BEAUJOLAIS VIEILLES VIGNES, DOMAINE DU VISSOUX 2016

30

BEAUJOLAIS |
FRANCE
This is what good Beaujolais is all about; lots of vibrant, bright, soft red berry flavours and a light, silky finish.
Enchanting, and even better slightly chilled.

35 . STOPBANKS PINOT NOIR 2013
MARLBOROUGH |

30

NEW ZEALAND

Vibrant smooth and bursting with velvety red berry fruit, this is soft seductive with a velvety enchanting edge.

RICH

&

S M O OT H

36. CASAS DEL TOQUI SINGLE ESTATE CABERNET SAUVIGNON 2016

24

VALLE CENTRAL |
CHILE
Introducing our new house red, an award-winning stunner from a family estate in Chile, jam-packed
with blackcurrant fruit, hints of mint and dark chocolate. Rich, soft, voluptuous.

37. CASARENA MALBEC ROBLE 2016

26

MENDOZA |
ARGENTINA
Not all Malbec needs to be big and burly; this family producer thrilled us with their delicious soft,
velvety version, packed with dark fruit, hints of black pepper and spice, but also a delightful softness
and elegance. We loved it so much, we’ve snapped up exclusivity on it for Bath.

38.MONTEPULCIANO D’ABRUZZO TERAMANE, MONTEPAGANO 2015

26

ABRUZZO |
ITALY
Not dissimilar in style to Chianti, but bolder and often better value, this is a black cherry, plum and
herb-drenched red, with a lively, savoury edge. And it’s organic.

39. ORGANIC MERLOT MONTANAR 2015

26

CASTILLA LA MANCHA |
SPAIN
Another of our new finds, packed with bright, juicy plum and cherry fruit, bursting with flavour.
A lively, fresh style of red.

40. 12 E MEZZO NEGROAMARO DEL SALENTO VARVAGLIONE 2015

29

PUGLIA |
ITALY
This southern Italian charmer is packed full of bold, black cherry and plum fruit, with a dusting of bitter
chocolate and wild herbs. It’s also a balanced and refreshing 12.5% alcohol.

41. RIOJA CRIANZA, BODEGAS FORCADA 2014

31

RIOJA |
SPAIN
We love finding hidden gems from small producers, and this is one of them. Textbook Rioja with soft red
berry aromas, overlaid with wafts of gentle vanilla and oak. Velvety smooth, it’s a match made in heaven
with lamb.

42. WEST CAPE HOWE SHIRAZ 2015
MOUNT BARKER |
WESTERN AUSTRALIA
Not everyone likes their Shiraz to be a blockbuster; we’ve unearthed this fresher, gentler style, packed
with bright, blackberry fruit, with a spicy, chocolatey edge – another award-winner and one of our secret gems.

31

43. WEST CAPE HOWE CABERNET MERLOT 2015

32

MOUNT BARKER |
WESTERN AUSTRALIA
The cooler climate of Western Australia helps produce some stunningly elegant wines and
this is one of them! Another award-winner, we were mesmerised by its glorious richness,
with pure blackcurrant fruit, hints of mint and elegant intensity. Lingering and irresistible.

44. PLUMBAGO NERO D’AVOLA PLANETA 2014

32

SICILY |
ITALY
Lovers of soft Italian reds can rely on this warm, sultry Sicilian charmer to tick all the boxes.
Made by the island’s leading producer Planeta, it’s full of bold, yet sweetly soft forest fruit
flavours with hints of cocoa and wild herbs.

45. CHATEAU GABELOT FUTS DE CHỆNE 2010, SAINT EMILION

33

BORDEAUX |
FRANCE
It’s not easy to find great value St Emilion from a superb vintage, with a bit of maturity.
We’ve done it. A classic, elegant and polished, oozing class with ripe blackcurrant, mint
and soft cedary character.

46. OLD VINES ZINFANDEL, BOGLE VINEYARDS 2014

36

CALIFORNIA |
USA
A sublime mix of velvety richness, with a heady blend of Morello cherries, blackberries
and a dusting of dark chocolate. Sumptuous and voluptuous.

47. CHATEAU BERTINAT-LARTIGUE, SAINT-EMILION 2012

36

BORDEAUX |
FRANCE
Stylish and classic, a delicious gem full of velvety richness, with classic aromas and flavou
of blackberries and plums. A rich, shining example of good Saint-Emilion with a soft, silky finish.

48. NUITS SAINT GEORGES ‘LES PLATEAUX’
DOMAINE MONGEARD-MUGNERET 2014

105

BURGANDY |
FRANCE
Classic Burgundy of exceptional concentration, depth and complexity. Full of seductive character
with mulberries white pepper and warm spice. Silky, supple and elegant.

FULL BODIED

&

S P I CY

49. CASAS DEL TOQUI MERLOT RESERVA 2014

28

VALLE CENTRAL |
CHILE
Rich and intense, with a brooding blackberry and milk chocolate richness. Voluptuous.
Sommelier Wine awards silver medal winner. Need we say more?

50. CARMENERE SYRAH RESERVA VINA FALERNIA 2014

29

ELQUI VALLEY |
CHILE
The most northerly vineyard in Chile has produced this dense, incredibly rich red, made in
an Amarone style, at a fraction of the price. Power-packed with cinnamon-spiced dark forest
fruit flavours, edged with toasty vanilla.

51. THE RENEGADE SHIRAZ GRENACHE, KEN FORRESTER 2012

30

STELLENBOSCH |
SOUTH AFRICA
The ‘go to’ wine if you love Rhone style reds – bolds, spicy, and deceptively soft, it’s packed with
a medley of blackberry, licorice and allspice; rich, intense and beguiling.

52. BONARDA ESTACION 1883, TRAPICHE 2014
MENDOZA |
ARGENTINA
Bonarda tends to play second fiddle to its more famous brother Malbec, but is the most widely
planted Argentinian red grape and often underrated. From one of the most historic producers,
this is succulent, seductive, and broodingly soft. Flavour-packed and moreish.

31

53. EL BRINDIS, FRANCK MASSARD 2014

33

MONTSANT |
SPAIN
From northern Spain, this is a dark, sultry, intense red, with dark brooding fruit, spicy oak and rich
spice. Similar in style to neighbouring Priorat, but without the price tag.

54. THE LOVE GRASS SHIRAZ, D’ARENBERG 2013

34

MCLAREN VALE |
SOUTH AUSTRALIA
Another great Rhone-style wine full of abundantly fruity Shiraz, with hints of liquorice and dark chocolate
with a tiny dollop of spicy white Viognier to add to the complexity. Named after the sticky grasses in the
vineyards that cling to the pickers legs during vintage.

55. CHAKALAKA, SPICE ROUTE 2013

35

SWARTLAND |
SOUTH AFRICA
An intensely rich blend of 6 different grape varieties in one wine. Syrah, Moiurvedre, Carignan, Petite Sirah
Mourvedre and Tannat comibie to produce a bold, entrancing red, full of brooding dark fruits, pepper and
sweet spice.

56. CASARENA MALBEC RESERVA 2013

38

LUJAN DE CUYO | MENDOZA |
ARGENTINA
Winner of a coveted gold medal at the Decanter awards, and deservedly so. Produced high up in one of the top
wine regions in Argentina, dive into this concentrated, powerful red, which entrances the senses with its glorious
richness, brooding complexity and medley of dark fruit and sweet, peppery spice.

57. BAROLO ‘LE ALBE’ GD VAJRA 2012

65

PIEMONTE |
ITALY
From one of Barolo’s new school of winemakers – powerful, but deceptively soft, with scents of violets, blackberry
and dark chocolate – beguiling and intriguing, with dark, voluptuous fruit.

58. AMARONE DELLA VALPOLICELLA, CORTE GIARA 2014
VENETO |
ITALY
Layers of intense aromas and flavours, which yield a rich, deep red with real staying power. A medley of black cherries,
violets, sweet oak, wild herbs and dried figs, all wrapped up in a voluptuous, brooding delight.

68

D E SS E RT

WINE

59. THE NOBLE WRINKLED RIESLING, D’ARENBERG 2016 (37.5cl)

75 ML

BT L

6

28

9

45

10

49

6

29

MCLAREN VALE |
AUSTRALIA
A mouth-watering explosion of rich, decadent flavours, with layers of acacia honey, toffee and baked
apples, with orange zest and raisins. Sweet and deliciously rich, yet with a lively citrus twist on the finish.

60. TOKAJI ASZU 5 PUTTUNYOS 2013 (50cl)
TOKAJI |
HUNGARY
Unique, lusciously sweet and intense with incredible heritage and prestige; glorious aromas and flavours
of apricots, peaches, rose petals and honey.

61. VIDAL ICEWINE 2014, PELLER (37.5CL)
ONTARIO |
CANADA
A captivating delight, produced from golden drops of nectar squeezed from frozen grapes in Canada’s
deep midwinter – unique and luscious; with honeysuckle, candied fruit, marmalade and caramel, overlaid
with a vibrant citrus tang.

62. MAURY, MAS DE LAVAL 2012 (37.5CL)
ROUSSILON |
FRANCE
The ultimate dessert wine for anything chocolatey – unctuously indulgent, plum-coloured sweet red wine,
oozing rich prune and dark chocolate flavours. Irresistible. Try it chilled.

FO RT I F I E D W I N E

75ML

63. MANZANILLA LA GUITA NV (37.5CL)
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SANLUCAR, ANDALUCIA |
SPAIN
Vibrant, tongue-tingling, bone dry sherry, full of tangy, sea salt, crisp and unique flavours – just crying
out for a plate of olives or salted almonds.

64. FINO INOCENTE SINGLE VINEYARD, VALDESPINO NV (37.5CL)
JEREZ, ANDALUCIA |
SPAIN
Award-winning and searingly dry Fino. Lip-smackingly fresh, with a vibrant, nutty, salty tang.
The perfect aperitif.

65. OLOROSO SOLERA 1842 VALDESPINO NV
JEREZ, ANDALUCIA |
SPAIN
Rich, dark and moreish, with dense burnt treacle, bittersweet flavours, this is perfect, serve chilled,
on its own, with nibbles and even with some desserts.

66. TAYLORS 10-YEAR-OLD TAWNY PORT NV
DOURO |
PORTUGAL
A fine old tawny blend, aged for over 10 years in oak casks. Elegant and smooth, combining delicate
notes of walnuts, mellow figs, and treacle. Beautifully evocative.

57. QUINTA DO CRASTO VINTAGE PORT 2014
DOURO |
PORTUGAL
Luscious, pure, dark fruit flavours, laced with hints of mocha, cinnamon and clove. Beautifully balanced
and with great length and intensity.

